Purpose: Dosimetric characterization of a new 32P brachytherapy source was studied and the validity of the FLUKA code to reproduce the dosimetric parameters in a water phantom was evaluated. In addition, dose rate distributions around the 32P source sheathed by a catheter and unsheathed source were investigated in different tissue phantoms.
Purpose
Brachytherapy is one type of internal radiation therapy used for cancer treatment, in which sealed radiation sources (e.g., needles, seeds, or capsules) are placed in short-distance from the target volume or directly into the area of the patient body that requires treatment [1, 2] . Brachytherapy treatments can be classified according to different criteria including, implant methods, implant duration, loading systems, and radiation dose rate delivered by β and γ emission [3, 4] . In comparison to the gamma emitter sources, β-emitters are proper candidates for some types of brachytherapy treatment (such as in intravascular coronary brachytherapy, treatment of metastatic uveal melanoma, and treatment of malignant hepatic lesions) due to the short range of electrons in tissue, resulting in a rapid decrease of deposited energy with a distance, with a sharp dose gradient [5, 6] . 106Ru/106Rh, 90Sr/90Y, 90Y, and 32P are some common type of β-emitting radionuclides, which have good properties for the use in brachytherapy.
32P is a pure β emitter, with a 14.3-day half-life, maximum β energy of 1.71 MeV (average energy of 0.695 MeV), and with a maximum range of 76 mm in water/ tissue [7] . It can be produced in a nuclear reactor by irradiation of sulfur-32, with moderately fast neutrons [8] . Recently, a new design of 32P brachytherapy source manufactured by the College of Chemistry of Sichuan University became available for the use in interstitial brachytherapy applications. Dosimetric characteristics of the source have been presented in a water phantom in detail by Junxiang et al. [9] by using the GEANT4 simulation code. According to the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM), theoretical and experimental determination of dosimetric characteristics of brachytherapy sources is essential for precise brachytherapy planning and dose distribution [10] . For β-emitting sources, AAPM TG-60/TG-149 report provides recommendations for dosimetry protocol within millimeter distances and review of intravascular brachytherapy physics. These dosimetric parameters include the reference absorbed dose, radial dose function, and anisotropy function [5, 9] . Furthermore, the AAPM has recommended that the dosimetric parameters of brachytherapy sources should be obtained by two methods: simulation techniques and experimental measurements [11] . Because of the high gradient dose near the β-emitting brachytherapy sources and short range of the β particles, experimental determination of the dose deposition of these sources is very complicated. Then, it is desirable to use the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation methods to improve the accuracy of the dose calculation [2, 12] .
Monte Carlo methods are involved in many applications in nuclear medicine, such as nuclear medicine imaging (SPECT) [13] and radiation therapy (brachytherapy) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . The MC technique for brachytherapy applications is used as a tool for evaluation and validation of dose distribution in phantoms and patient anatomy as well as some useful dosimetric parameters such as dose distribution function, radial dose variation, and dose calculation at the reference point, according to the standard protocols by using random numbers [14] . Several different MC codes (MCNP, EGSnrc, GEANT4, FLUKA, PENELOPE, and GATE) have been utilized to evaluate dosimetric parameters of the most commonly used β-emitting sources in intravascular brachytherapy, which is described as follows.
Anjomrouz et al. [10] investigated the capability of the MC code FLUKA for the evaluation of the dosimetric parameters of 142Pr glass seed. Junxiang et al. [5] evaluated the dosimetric parameters of a new 90Y source in afterloading system by using the GEANT4 code. Kiavar and Sadeghi [15] calculated dose distribution in water for a pure β-emitting 32P intravascular brachytherapy (IVBT) stent by using the MCNP4C MC code and compared their simulation results with Carter et al. reported data [16] . Experimental measurements and simulation results of the radial dose function of 90Sr/90Y IVBT source were performed by Holmes et al. [17] . Dosimetry measurements for a 32P catheter-based vascular brachytherapy source wire using both radiochromic film and a plastic scintillator were performed by Mourtada et al. [18] and compared with MC calculations. Torres et al. [19] provided the complete dosimetric characteristics of a 32P IVBT source wires, with the PENELOPE and GEANT4 codes. MC calculation with the PENELOPE code was performed to obtain dosimetric parameters of a high-dose-rate 90Sr-90Y source by Asenjo et al. [20] . Wang et al. [21] employed EGS4 to derive the dosimetric parameters of 90Sr/90Y and 192Ir SS sources. Choi et al. [6] provided experimental simulation of the dosimetric characteristics of a new 32P ophthalmic applicator.
In the present study, we employed FLUKA MC code to derive accurate calculations of the dosimetric parameters of the new 32P source, following the formalism proposed by AAPM report TG-60, and an away-along table for the quality assurance (QA) purposes of the new 32P source. To ensure accuracy of calculations, our results were compared with the simulation results obtained by using the GEANT4 code, which were presented by Junxiang et al. [9] . The depth dose rate and radial dose function were also calculated for the sheathed 32P source.
Since the density, scattering coefficient, and absorption coefficient of the human body tissues are different from those of water, evaluation of the dosimetric parameters in the water phantom, which is considered in the TG-60 report, would be the cause of uncertainties in the dose calculations in the radiation therapy treatments. Because of the MC calculations of dose distribution for the new 32P in the body tissues are still unknown, we studied and compared the radial dose functions of the unsheathed and sheathed 32P sources, calculated for different media including liver, fat tissue, 9-component soft tissue, and 4-component soft tissue by means of the FLUKA MC code.
Material and methods

Monte Carlo simulation
In this study, the FLUKA code version 2011.2c-6 was utilized to evaluate the dose distributions around the new 32P source. FLUKA is a general-purpose MC particle transport code, which is based on the FORTRAN77 language, developed by a collaboration between INFN (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare) and CERN (the European Council for Nuclear Research) [22] . The FLUKA MC code is a useful research tool for different areas of radiation therapy to simulate radiation transport in medium and through the human body for applications in radiation protection and dosimetry assessment [10, 22, 23, 24, 25] . Accurate geometry of the new 32P source was simulated by the FLUKA, which are shown schematically in Figure 1A and 1B for the sources unsheathed and sheathed by the catheter, respectively. The new 32P source has an active length of 0.47 cm, which is encapsulated inside a Teflon cylinder with a length of 0.42 cm, an internal and external diameter of 0.05 and 0.08 cm, respectively. It is welded by semi-spheres with the same diameters. The catheter is also made of Nylon-12. The space between the source and the catheter is filled with air [9] .
The 32P β spectrum was defined according to ICRU Report No. 56, as illustrated in Figure 2 [26] . Then, the simulated sealed 32P brachytherapy source was located at the center of a spherical water phantom with a 30 cm radius to calculate dosimetric parameters according to AAPM report TG-60. In the simulation process, EM-CASCA option was chosen to consider electromagnetic cascades interactions. This option consists of "Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect and a special treatment of the tip of the bremsstrahlung spectrum" [22] . By use of the EM-CASCA option, Rayleigh scattering was also included in the simulation process. Furthermore, detailed transport of the electrons, positrons, and photons were considered with ElectroMagnetic FLUKA (EMF) card [27] , without using any variance reduction techniques. The energy cut was set to 1ke, with EMFCUT card for electrons, positrons, and photons [27] . The uncertainties reported in our work were calculated from the statistical uncertainties from FLUKA output, and were computed according to the methods described by DeWerd et al. [28] for the dosimetric parameters.
Dose calculation formalism
The reference dose rate (D . (r 0 ,θ 0 )), the radial dose function (g L (r)), and the anisotropy function (F(r,θ)) were calculated based on the AAPM report TG-60 recommendations for β-emitting brachytherapy sources. In this formalism, the absorbed dose rate in the water phantom is considered at the reference point, D .
(r 0 ,θ 0 ), which is located at a radial distance of r 0 = 2 mm and a polar angle of θ 0 = p 2 [5, 29] . In our simulation, dose calculations were performed within voxels and were taken to be annular bins with radial thickness of 0.10 mm and height of 0.20 mm, according to the procedure described in Torres et al. [19] and Wang et al. [21] . The MC simulations were performed with 3 × 10 8 primary histories, and the maximum statistical uncertainty in our study for the dose calculation in water phantom was 0.35%. It should be noted that there are fairly large uncertainties in the dose measurements in experimental studies. In reference, Xu et al. [30] measured the dose distribution around a 3 mm long 32P source by using LiF thermoluminescent dosimeters and a scintillation detector. They point out that the uncertainties in the determination of the source activity, dose determination by the thermoluminescent dosimeters, and uncertainty in accounting for the detector geometry were about ±10%, ±5%, and ±5%, respectively. In addition, they mentioned that uncertainties in the detector position could yield a large uncertainty in the dose measurement (a shift of 0.10 mm changes the dose by 14% at a radial distance of 1.5 mm) due to the very steep dose gradient [29] , while MC simulation does not include any of the mentioned experimental imperfections, which could improve the precision of the calculated values compared with the measured ones.
Results and discussion
Unsheathed source
Reference absorbed dose rate
The dose rate at the reference point was calculated for the new 32P source by using the FLUKA code, and it was determined to be about 1.3419 cGy s -1 mCi -1 and 3.6266 × 10 -10 in the terms of Gy/electron. The result is found to be in good agreement with the value calculated by Junxiang et al. [9] , with a percentage difference of 6.00%. The results are presented in Table 1 . Table 2 presents the results of the radial dose function for the simulated new 32P source at various radial distances from the source center. The percentage differences between the radial dose function calculated by the MC codes FLUKA and GEANT4 (Junxiang et al. [9] ) were also listed in the last column in Table 2 . As shown in this table, the obtained results are in excellent agreement with GEANT4 simulation at distances less than 3 cm from the source center. The differences between g L (r) results increase with increasing distance from the source center, with a maximum relative difference of 8.44% at r = 0.50 cm. In addition, a fifth-order polynomial equation, as expressed by Equation (1), is fit to the acquired values of g L (r) in the water phantom in the range of 0.10 to 0.50 cm.
Radial dose function
where the coefficients of the radial dose function are determined as follows: Moreover, in our simulation, we used EMFFIX card, which is corresponding to the electron step sizes [27] . Differences in the running time between the simulations with and without the EMFFIX card is negligible. As shown in Figure 3 , the values of the g L (r) along the radial axis with and without this card are similar, with a maximum difference of 0.49%.
Anisotropy function
The anisotropy function of the 32P brachytherapy source was calculated in the water phantom for the θ val- Table 3 . The percentage differences between the values of the calculated anisotropy function in this study and the calculated ones with GEANT4 (Junxiang et al. [9] ) were less than 6.0% at distances below 0.25 cm. The maximum percentage difference between FLUKA and GEANT4 results was about 14.0% for the distances ranging from 0.26 cm to 0.35 cm, at angles larger than 20°. In total, the two-dimensional anisotropy function is in good agreement with Junxiang et al. [9] simulation results.
Quality assurance
Implementing a QA program is an important step in brachytherapy plan to ensure accurate and reliable delivery of the prescribed dose to the target volume [31] . The QA program includes the quality control of the radiation sources and treatment planning calculation algorithms. The dosimetric characteristics of the brachytherapy sources, clinical dosimetry methods, and equipment to be applied have been well recommended by the AAPM Task Group 43 [32, 33] . For treatment planning system (TPS) quality assurance purposes, the QA away-along data (gray per minute millicurie) of the new 32P source is presented in Table 4 , for 0.00 ≤ z ≤ 0.40 cm and 0.10 ≤ y ≤ 0.40 cm, with increments of 0.20 cm. These results are used to calculate the dose rate distribution as a function of distance away from the source center in the Cartesian coordinate. A maximum relative difference of 11.9% (z = 0.16 cm, y = 0.38 cm) is observed, comparing to Junxiang et al. [9] results (with GEANT4). The statistical uncertainty was within 0.29%.
Dose profiles
Axial dose profiles, which is normalized to the reference point (z = 0, y = 0.20 cm), are shown in Figure 4A for the unsheathed 32P source at radial distances (y-distances) of 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.40, and 0.50 cm. Furthermore, Figure 4B shows normalized radial dose profiles of the 32P source at selected axial distances of 0, 0.10, 0.20, 0.25, 0.40, and 0.50 cm. Results show that the axial and radial dose profiles are relatively uniform; for y ≥ 0.20 cm and z > 0.25 cm in the Figure 4A and 4B, respectively.
For small selected radial distances (y < 0.40), dose decreases rapidly as z-distance increases. As y-distance increases, the dose fall-off becomes shallower at the larger axial distances from the half-length of the source core. The radial dose profiles in Figure 4B shows that radial doses decline in an approximately exponential manner, as described by Junxiang et al. [9] . Radial doses, for small values of radial distances (y < 0.25 cm), drops off more sharply than for regions belong to y > 0.25 cm, especially at small axial distances.
Sheathed source
When a source is placed inside a catheter, the effects of the catheter material should be considered on the source strength and dose rate, due to the radiation absorption and scattering by the catheter. Therefore, we investigated the effect of the catheter on the dose rate distribution of the new 32P source. The results of the depth dose evaluation for the sheathed and unsheathed sources are presented in Table 5 . Our results show that the depth dose results for the sheathed source are higher than the unsheathed source at all distances. Our simulation results and those provided by Junxiang et al. [9] simulation (by GEANT4) are presented in Figure 5 along with their percentage differences. Results demonstrate that the mean differences are about 5.05% and 5.67% for sheathed and unsheathed sources, respectively.
The effect of phantom material on the radial dose function
Unsheathed source
Since the attenuation coefficient of water is somewhat different from that of the human tissues, the water phantom for evaluation of dosimetric parameters may cause significant uncertainties in dose estimation around the brachytherapy sources in the TPS [34] . Since dose distribution for the new 32P in tissues is unknown, radial dose functions were calculated in four spherical phantoms consists of several types of human tissues: liver, fat tissue, 9-component soft tissue, and 4-component soft tissue. The tissue components were adopted from the report No. 44 of the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) [35] . Table 6 shows the dose rate values, in cGy s -1 mCi -1 , along the radial axis of the source for water and for several tissue phantoms. The maximum statistical uncertainties in dose calculations in the tissue phantoms were less than 0.51% for distances less than 0.3 cm and increased to 1.50% at larger distances.
Results show that the deposited dose decreases by increasing radial distance, as the energy of β particles are decreased, for all of the cases studied. Furthermore, the results of the radial dose function in liver, fat tissue, soft tissues, and water are shown in Figure 6 . The simulation results indicate that the differences in the density and composition of the various tissues lead to changes in the deposited dose around a 32P source. Increasing differences between the radial dose functions calculated for different tissue phantoms, with increasing the distance from the source center, are notable. Figure 7 shows relative differences between the radial dose function of the 32P source obtained in the water phantom and that obtained for tissue phantom, which is calculated by Equation (2) for all tissues studied here.
The maximum relative differences in various media were about 26.96%, 38.48%, 27.30%, 3.69% for liver, fat tissue, soft 9-component tissue, and soft 4-component tissue, respectively. Our results show that the differences between the results of g L (r) obtained in liver and 9-component soft tissue as well as 4-component soft tissue and 
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water are close to each other, which is due to having similar density and composition. Since the β particles emitted by 32P (with the average energy of 695 keV) have a maximum range of 0.76 cm in water, electrons with energies near the endpoint of the 32P β spectrum are responsible for differences between the radial dose functions in different media at large radial distances. In comparison with the gamma sources (such as 60Co [2] ), differences between the radial dose functions calculated in the various tissue phantoms increased at small radial distances, which is due to short range of electrons than photons of the same energy. Furthermore, we investigated dose rate × r 2 (cGy cm 2 /s) parameter to eliminate the large variation at short distances caused by the inverse square law. The simulations were performed for the unsheathed source in the different tissue phantoms. As can be seen in Figure 8 , the differences between the dose rate × r 2 results in water and in different media seems to increase at large radial distances from the center of the source, which also depend on the tissue type. A maximum difference of 44.49% was obtained at depth of 0.50 cm for fat tissue relative to the water.
Sheathed source
The calculation results of dose rate distributions for the sheathed source in different media are presented in Table 7 . According to the results, it is evident that the dose rate distributions increased relatively to the unsheathed source in all cases.
The simulated radial dose functions of the sheathed source in different tissue phantoms are presented in Figure 9 . As the depth increased, the radial dose function in different media decreased; for the fat tissue, g L (r) decreased at a slower rate than for water, whereas the function for liver and 9-component soft tissue decreased faster than for water.
The relative differences between the radial dose function of the sheathed source obtained in water phantom and that obtained for a tissue phantom (Equation 2) for all tissues studied here, as illustrated in Figure 10 , show that the maximum relative differences occurred at the greatest radial distance from the source. The maximum relative differences were 26.20%, 37.76%, 25.63%, and 4.58% for liver, fat tissue, soft 9-component tissue, and soft 4-component tissue, respectively, which are less than calculated ones for the unsheathed source, with the exception of the soft 4-component tissue.
The result of dose rate × r 2 for the sheathed source in different media, as shown in Figure 11 , is similar to that for the unsheathed source. The difference between (dose rate × r 2 ) tissue and (dose rate × r 2 ) water increased with increasing the radial distance; a maximum difference of 42.92% was showed at depth of 0.50 cm for fat tissue. The maximum differences between (dose rate × r 2 ) tissue of the sheathed source and unsheathed source were about 2.96%, 0.88%, 1.67%, 4.68%, and 2.00% for liver, fat tissue, water, soft 9-component tissue, and soft 4-component tissue, respectively.
Since overall uncertainty of the delivered doses to the target volume should be less than ± 5% [31] , the tissue effects on the radial dose function, as seen in Figure 10 , Soft (4 comp.) are considerable at radial distances far from the source center (r > 0.20 cm) in the liver, fat tissue, and soft 9-component tissue. On the other hand, percentage differences between radial dose function in water and in soft 4-component tissue change up to 3.81% relative to water at all radial distances from the source center, which is within the recommended range.
Conclusions
In this study, we have presented the reference absorbed dose rate, the radial dose function, the two-dimensional anisotropy function, the normalized dose profiles, and the QA away-along look-up table calculation in tabulated and graphical format, by using the FLUKA code for the new 32P brachytherapy source according to TG-60 formalism. Our results have been compared to the values quoted in the published data using the GEANT4 simulation by Junxiang et al. [9] . Our results agreed quite well with GEANT4, which show the capability of FLUKA MC code in an accurate simulation of the new 32P brachytherapy source. We also studied the effect of the catheter on the dose distribution data in the water phantom, which showed an increase in the dose rate distributions on the central axis of the sheathed source.
Since dosimetric parameters of the brachytherapy sources according to the AAPM TG-60 formalism should be performed in a homogeneous water phantom, differences in density and atomic composition of the various tissues contained in the human body were not considered in this formalism. Then, we evaluated dose distribution of the sheathed and unsheathed 32P sources in different tissue phantoms including liver, fat tissue, and soft (9-component and 4-component) tissue by using FLUKA code, which has not been studied before.
Our results show that the absorbed dose rate in the various tissues decreased as radial distance increased in an approximately exponential way. Furthermore, the dose distribution produced by the 32P source in the various tissues will not be the same as water, so it could not correctly estimate the amount of radiation dose received by patients in clinical practice. The difference of absorbed doses calculated to the various tissues and to water, which is depending on the composition of the tissues, increases with increasing radial distance from the source. The maximum percentage difference between the radial dose function in different media is equal to 38.48%, which is related to the radial dose function calculated in fat tissue. Therefore, it is necessary to use the correction factors, which depend on the tissue type and compositions, in dosimetry protocols and TPS of new brachytherapy source. The differences between radial dose functions (and dose rate × r 2 ) in water and in different media were also observed for the sheathed and unsheathed sources. Results of dosimetric parameters for the sheathed and unsheathed sources indicate that Soft (4 comp.) tissue effects are considerable at large radial distances from the source center.
The results show that in the clinical brachytherapy of liver metastases by using the 32P sealed radioactive source placed within the liver, the dose rate distributions at short distances from the source is well-estimated by calculated ones according to the AAPM TG-60 formalism, which is performed in a water phantom. On the other hand, the calculation of dose rate of the 32P source in the water phantom may lead to inaccurate dose estimation in the long-distances from the source as well as in the adjacent organs. Acquired dosimetric characteristics of the new 32P source can be used as input data to verify the calculations of TPS for exact dose delivery to the patient in brachytherapy.
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